
 
Release 110, Release Date – December 26, 2019 

Fixes 

Fusion  
• Explorer: 

o Fixed the issue where mapped points that were flagged as “ignored” were still being displayed in 
Explorer. 

SYNERGY  
• Bulk Points: 

o Fixed the issue where the loading bar was flickering continuously while the application was 
performing background operations to check the latest status of the associated job. 

• Node Editor: 
o Fixed the issue where mapped points that were flagged as “ignored” were still being displayed in 

the Node Editor. 
o Fixed the issue where the information in the Templates tab for a point was not being updated 

when the user switched to a different point.  
o Fixed the issue where the page was sometimes crashing when opening the Rules tab for a given 

piece of equipment. 
• Notifications: 

o Fixed the issue where alerts were not going away after clicking on the ‘Clear’ button or the ‘x’ 
button. 

• Rules: 
o Fixed the issue where Rule 2.3.5.2 was generating incorrect outputs. 

Improvements 

Fusion  
• Reports: 

o The VAV Scorecard generated report has been enhanced to make use of a ZoneTempDev 
computed point in cases where the VAV is missing an EffCoolSp point and an EffHeatSp point. 
This gives customers who are missing these points the ability to still generate a meaningful 
version of this report. 

SYNERGY  
• Bulk Point Mapper, Bulk Points, and Bulk Rules: 

o The status tab has been removed from each of these individual pages and replaced with a single Job 
Statuses tab on the Audit page which combines all of the information. 

• Customers: 
o When creating a customer, it is now possible to designate that customer as a “Demo Customer”. 

This allows users to explore the features of the Resolute product without setting up a connector 
that pulls live data from an external source.   Each Demo Customer will be automatically 
configured with the same set of raw points.  Canned time series data will be automatically 
generated for these points at 15 minute intervals in order to simulate a live system.  A Demo 



 
Customer will be automatically deleted after 30 days, which should provide ample time to explore 
the features of the product.   

• Rules: 
o Rule specifications now support tuple constraints which are constraints on multiple input points. 

For example, it would now be possible to define a rule that requires either an EffCoolSp input 
point or an EffHeatSp input point.  Previously, a given input point was either required or optional, 
and it was not express contraints involving multiple input points. 

o Rule specifications now support a “Beta” flag to denote that a given rule specification is still in an 
experimental phase of development and may be subject to significant changes in the near future. 

 


